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Abstract— Object motion detection and tracking has emerged 

as one of the most important study areas in image processing 

and computer vision. This has a variety of uses in surveillance 

video, including indoor and outdoor security, traffic control, 

safe railroad crossing, behaviour identification during spot 

activities, and video compression. This paper pro- poses a 

basic yet reliable moving object identification and 

segmentation technique. For moving object recognition and 

segmentation, a differencing and summing approach (DST) 

was applied. When compared to typical object identification 

and segmentation approaches, this method is straightforward 

and computationally simple. The results of the experiments 

reveal that the proposed strategy is effective at recognizing 

and segmenting moving items in both an indoor and an 

outdoor setting with a static background.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In computer vision, moving object segmentation and real- 

time tracking has become one of the important areas in the 

research. We can find its applications which are extensive, in 

video surveillance which includes both the indoor as well as 

outdoor security environment, traffic control and railroad 

crossing etc. For these applications, accurate identification of 

moving objects is essential. There are some basic techniques 

to tackling object segmentation problems in the literature: 

back- ground subtraction, temporal differencing, statistical 

method, and optical flow. 

 The most frequent technique for detecting moving 

regions in images is background removal which is used in 

frame differ- encing technique. To lessen the impact of 

dynamic situations, this approach relies heavily on a strong 

background model. To extract moving objects, temporal 

differencing uses pixel-by- pixel differences between two or 

three consecutive frames in an image sequence. This is 

incredibly adaptable to a changing environment, yet it leaves 

holes in moving objects. 

 The basic background subtraction method is the 

inspiration for statistical methods. To extract change zones 

from a stationary background, several methods are proposed. 

Statistical techniques generate more advanced backdrop 

models that may be changed dynamically based on the 

attributes of individual pixels or groups of pixels. Using the 

statistics of the current background model, each pixel in the 

current image can be classed as foreground or background. 

 Using a statistical partial correlation method, a 

unique strategy to segmenting motion objects has been 

developed. Motion segmentation is performed by comparing 

the disparities in RGB colour space between three successive 

video frames at the same time. To categorise a pixel p(x,y) as 

background, a distance measuring factor is used. This method 

is said to be resistant to high intensity variations. However, 

the complexity is significant due to pixel-by-pixel analysis. 

Statistical approaches for extracting moving regions from 

background are presented based on background subtraction. 

During the processing of the video signal, background 

statistics are dynamically updated.  Based on the 

characteristics of the current background model, current 

image pixels are categorized as foreground or background. 

 Here in this paper, an easy and robust object 

detection/identification is proposed. This algorithm is mainly 

based on the background subtraction. In this, frame 

differencing and summing technique is used for the detection 

of moving object and segmentation. 

II. PROPOSED SCHEME 

In surveillance sector, videos consist of multiple objects that 

are fast moving and smaller in size as compared to the 

background. These objects occluse frequently with each 

other. The maximum displacement of the objects within the 

group of frames can be computed if a group of frames from     

a video signal is subtracted from the background and the 

resultant difference is added together. As a result, this 

research proposes a new method for identifying and 

segmenting the moving objects. The block diagram is shown 

in fig.1 

A. Object Detection 

Object detection is the ability of computer and software 

systems to locate and identify items in an image or scene. 

Object detection has been widely used for face detection, 

pedestrian counting, vehicle detection, safe railroad crossing, 

security systems and driver-less cars. For this, we propose a 

improved background subtraction method as show in figure 

2. 

 
Fig. 1: Steps followed to detect the object 

The foreground image is segmented by the equation: 

|Ic − Ib| > T    (1) 

Where, 

Ic is the image consisting object in it. 

Ib is the background image. 

T is the threshold. 

 For the object detection, firstly input image is given 

and then difference between the pixels of two images were 

need to be calculated and compared it with the threshold 

value. After that conversion of the resultant image to gray 

scale is done after that Gaussian filter is applied for the 

smoothening of image and contour of output is done and 

rectangle is drawn around the detected object. Thus object 

detection is done in image. 
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B. Shadow Detection and Removal 

The shadow detection and removal plays an important role 

while tracking the object. It is considered as noise while 

tracking so there is need to detect and remove the shadow      so 

that a fair detection and tracking of object is done. 

 For the shadow detection, the steps to be followed is 

given in the chart (figure 2). First image was converted from 

RGB   to YCbCr colored format, in that, Y represents the luma 

component (brightness) and Cb is Croma component (green) 

 
Fig. 2: Steps followed to detect the shadow 

 with respect to blue color and Cr is Croma 

component(green) with respect to the red color. After that Y-

channel extraction is done then average of pixels of Y channel 

were taken and the detection is done by comparing with 

binary shadow mask. for removal of shadow, Dilation 

method, median blur method, Absolute Difference method 

and then normalization method is applied and then merging 

of planes is done thus shadow will be removed and then it is 

converted into again RGB format. 

C. Object Tracking 

From surveillance to security, moving object detection has a 

wide range of applications. As a result, it’s critical to develop 

a strategy that can be readily implemented on low-

computation- power devices. For this, we propose a method 

which is able   to easily detect any moving object in a video. 

The Frame Differencing and Summing Approach (or DST for 

short) is      a straightforward yet powerful computer vision 

technique. It can be used to determine whether or not a video 

has any moving objects. A video is composed of a series of 

frames that are displayed in order. These frames are made up 

of pixels, which are made up of three colors (red, green, and 

blue). And these pixels are essentially values ranging from 0 

to 255. 255 is totally white, while 0 is completely black. 

Figure 3 shows the block diagram which shows the complete 

procedure for detecting moving objects using frame 

differencing and summing. 

 
Fig. 3: The procedures for detecting moving objects using 

frame differencing are depicted in this diagram 

III. RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows all the steps involved to track the object as a 

block diagram. These steps are very clearly explained below. 

If the whole process is divided, then it can be described as    

the combination of two important processes which have their 

own steps in-turn, which are: 

 Moving object detection and segmentation from the 

video frames. 

 Drawing the bounding boxes around the detected moving 

objects. 

 
Fig. 4:  Reading 8 consecutive frames from the video 

Converting the frames into grayscale is one of the important 

steps. It helps with the noise reduction and dilation. 

 
Fig. 5: After converting the frames into grayscale 

 After every 8 consecutive frames, take the 8 frames 

and do frame differencing by subtracting the each of the 

frames from the background model. Get the background 

model before this and to get the background that model, take 

the median of certain number of frames. 

 
Fig. 6: Absolute difference of the current frame from the 

background model for 8 consecutive frames 

 The gaps must be filled so that the obtained objects 

look a bit more whole. Morphological operations can be 

applied to remove any extra noise. Morphological operations 

like dilation can be helpful in this. The above steps actually 

complete the detection and segmentation of the moving 

objects in a video. The above steps actually complete the 

detection and segmentation of the moving objects in a video. 

After that, the bounding 

 
Fig. 7: Addition of 8 consecutive frames after we get the 

absolute difference by subtracting them from the 

background model. This is the result that we   get after 
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adding all the frames we saw in figure 6 and applying 

threshold. 

 boxes around the detected objects are yet to be 

drawn. That    is the one of the important parts of the block 

diagram as well that we saw above. 

 As we have binary images after the first stage, 

drawing the contours will not be much difficult. After that, 

extraction of the minimum x and y coordinates, and the width 

and height for each contour is done. Using them, the 

bounding boxes around the detected objects can be drawn. 

 
Fig. 8: Results after applying detection and drawing 

contours around the moving objects 

 Here, the bounding boxes have been drawn around 

the detected moving objects. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A new method for detection of object and tracking the 

movement of objects using the frame differencing technique 

is presented in this paper. We can conclude that how a simple 

computer vision technique could help in detection of moving 

objects in videos. This method is easy and its complexity in 

computation is also low when compared to the other 

traditional detection of object and segmentation techniques. 

Thus we can say that this method is efficiently used to 

identify the movement of the objects from the static 

background.  The results mentioned shows the usefulness of 

the proposed method and efficiency level of this technique. 
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